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ORTHOMODULARITY AND THE DIRECT SUM OF DIVISION

SUBRINGS OF THE QUATERNIONS

RONALD P.  MORASH

Abstract. Let D be any division subring of the real quaternions

H. Let © D denote the linear space of all finitely nonzero sequences

from D and let L denote the lattice of all " _L-closed" subspaces of

© D, where " J_" denotes the orthogonality relation derived from

the //-valued form (a, b)=y (atb* : /= 1, 2, ■ • •) where a, be® D,

a = (a1,a1, ■ ■ ■ ,as,0, 0, • • •) and b=(b¡, b¡, • ■ ■ , bM, 0, 0, • • •),

and b* is the quaternionic conjugate of b¡. Then, the lattice L

is complete and orthocomplemented, but is not orthomodular.

1. Introduction. The lattice of all closed subspaces of separable com-

plex Hubert space is complete, orthocomplemented, atomistic, irreducible,

separable, Af-symmetric, and orthomodular [8]. Let us call a lattice

having these seven properties a Hilbert lattice. The dimension of a Hubert

lattice is the cardinality of any maximal family of orthogonal atoms. We

have three examples of nonorthoisomorphic infinite-dimensional Hilbert

lattices, namely those built on real, complex, and quaternionic Hilbert

space. The principal motivation for the investigations of this paper and

also of our paper ([8], [9]) is our desire to answer the question: Are there

any other infinite-dimensional Hilbert lattices?

In ([8], [9]) we constructed the lattice L=L(l2(D)) of all "_L-closed"

subspaces of the space l2(D) of square-summable D sequences, D an arbi-

trary division subring of the quaternions, and showed that L is ortho-

modular if and only if D is the reals, the complex numbers, or the

quaternions. (We amplify some of the details of the proof of that theorem

in §2 of this paper.) This result eliminated a class of possible new examples

of infinite-dimensional Hilbert lattices and lent credence to the possibility

that the answer to our main question is "no". In this paper, we consider

the direct sum © D rather than l2(D), and show that its lattice of "_[_-

closed" subspaces is never orthomodular, for any D. This eliminates

another class of possible new examples of infinite-dimensional Hilbert

lattices, and is additional evidence in support of the possibility that the

answer to our main question is "no". Some special cases of this result
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follow from already-known facts. If D is closed under quaternionic

conjugation, the nonorthomodularity of L(® D) can be concluded from

a fact stated by Kaplansky, in a 1950 paper [5, p. 4, bottom paragraph].

Even more specifically, if D is metrically complete, the conclusion of our

theorem follows from the theorem of Amemiya and Araki. Our original

proof used some key ideas from their paper [1]. We do not give this proof

here, but rather proceed, in §3, by indicating a proof of Kaplansky's

result (a proof which uses ideas of Fischer and Gross [3]), and showing

how this proof can be used to derive the direct sum result, for D any

division subring of the quaternions, in a manner much simpler than our

original proof.

The author wishes to thank Professors H. R. Fischer, D. J. Foulis,

D. R. Hayes, and I. Kaplansky for suggestions which contribute to the

writing of this paper. He especially wishes to acknowledge the help of

Professor S. S. Holland, Jr., who directed the author's doctoral disserta-

tion, from which the results of this paper are drawn.

2. l2(D) and its "J_-closed" subspaces. A surprising fact, not explicitly

pointed out in ([8], [9]), is that there exist vectors a e l2(D) such that the

one-dimensional subspace Da is not "J_-cIosed", that is, Da^(Da)11.

For example, let D be a division subring of the quaternions which fails to

be closed under quaternionic conjugation. In l2(D), for z'=l,2, • • ■ , let

e( be the vector having 1 in the ith component and 0 in every other.

Choose x e D such that x* $ D, x* being the quaternionic conjugate of jr.

Letting a=(\,x, 0, 0, • • •), we note that ex e (Da)11, in fact, (Da)11 —

Dei + De2. However, it is true that, for those vectors

a = ^OW''= 1,2, • • •)

which have a* e D for all /=1, 2, • • • , we have (Da)11 = Da. In fact,

we can make the following stronger statement:

2.1. Lemma.    Let r, s be nonzero vectors in l2(D),

r = 2 (W- = !>2> " " ")    a"d   s = 2CW' — 1,2, •••),

where r¿, s¡, r*, and s* are elements of D for all i= 1, 2, • • • . Then,

(i) Dr is a closed subspace of l2(D), as is Ds,

(ii) Dr+Ds is a closed subspace of l2(D).

Proof, (i) Let t e (Dr)11, where t='2(tiei: i=\ ,2, ■ ■ ■). It is necessary

to show that te Dr, that is, there exists de D such that t{=dr(, for all

/=2, 3, • ■ ■ . Normalizing, we may assume that rx—l. Now, for each

/=2, 3, ■• -, let Vi be the vector having —rf in the first component, 1 in

the ;'th component, and zeros elsewhere. Clearly, each vt is orthogonal to
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r and so, by our initial assumption, to t. Thus, for i=2, 3, • • • , we get

— *V»+f»=0, or ti=txri. Hence t = txr e Dr.

(ii) Let/e (Dr + Ds)XL, where t= 2 (fiei:/=l, 2, • • •)■ Again,normal-

ize to get rx=l, r2=0, sx=0, s2=l (this being valid since we can assume r

and 5 to be linearly independent). Now, for /=3, 4, •• -, let w¡ be the

vector —r* in the first component, — s* in the second component, 1 in

the /th component, and zeros elsewhere. Clearly, each wi e (Dr+Ds)L,

so that t is orthogonal to w\ for all /^3. But this means that /i=r1i-i+

t2s{, for i=3, 4, • • • , so that t=txr+t2s, as was claimed.

2.2. Corollary.   If  r,sel2(D),   r=J(riei:i=l,2,---)   and   s=

2 (siei:i= 1, 2, • • •), where ri and si are all rational numbers, then

(i) Dr and Ds are closed subspaces of l2(D),

(ii) Dr+Ds is a closed subspace ofl2(D).

Corollary 2.2 provides detailed justification for the construction of the

atoms a—Dx, b=Dy in the proof of the main theorem of [8]. (In that

proof, we wrote a=sp(x), b=sp(y) for a=Dx, b=Dy, respectively.)

Since the vectors x, y used there are rational, Corollary 2.2 asserts

that a, b are atoms in L and that ayb=Dx+Dy. Then, by the ortho-

modularity (or the A/-symmetry), we must have (ayb)Aa1j¿0, which

leads, as we show in [8], to the fact that y e D, for every real y. Hence,

R^D, and then one concludes easily that either D = R, D = H, or D is

isometrically isomorphic to the complex numbers.

In [9], we pointed out that our proof of the atomicity and irreduci-

bility of £ contained an oversight—the difficulty lying in the fact, pointed

out above, that unless D is conjugate-closed, there are vectors a e l2(D)

such that (Da)2-1 p Da. In spite of some effort, we have not been able to

settle this question, and we therefore do not know whether £ is atomistic

and irreducible in general.

3. © D. In [1], I. Amemiya and H. Araki prove that the lattice £ of

all closed subspaces of a real or complex inner product space is ortho-

modular if and only if the inner product space is complete, that is, a

Hubert space. A consequence of this theorem is that, in the linear space

of all finitely nonzero sequences of real or complex numbers, the lattice

of all _L-closed subspaces is nonorthomodular, where "j_" is the

orthogonality relation generated by the form (a, b)= 2 (Ojbf:i= 1, • ■ •, A7),

where a=axex + - ■ ■+axex and b=bxex + - ■ ■+bXIe3r, the at and b¡ all

being real or complex numbers. In this section, we show that this result

remains valid if the real or complex field is replaced by any division

subring of the quaternions.

Let D be any division subring of the real quaternions H. Let © D be the

direct sum of D, that is, the linear space, over D, of all finitely nonzero
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sequences from D. Put a form ( , ) on © D by defining (a, b) exactly as in

the last paragraph, except that now the a¡ and b¡ are, of course, elements

of D. We observe that ( , ) need not be a 7>valued form, since D need

not be closed under conjugation. For each subset 5 of © D, define

S1 = {xe ®D:(x,y)=0 for each y e S}. Call a subspace S of © D

J_-closed in case S=S11. It is easy to prove that the map S-+S11 is a

closure operator on the lattice of all subspaces of © D. Hence the set L

of all _|_-closed subspaces of © D is a complete, orthocomplemented

lattice [4, p. 1518]. The main result of this paper is the following

3.1. Theorem.    The lattice L is nonorthomodular.

The result of Kaplansky, referred to in the Introduction, from which we

derive 3.1, is the following:

3.2. Theorem (Kaplansky). Let D be a division ring with involution

k-+k*, let V be a left vector space over D of countably infinite Hamel

dimension, and let ( , ) be a Hermitian, conjugate-bilinear form on V

(which thus maps VxV into D), which has no Isotropie vectors. Then, the

lattice L of all _\_-closed subspaces of V is nonorthomodular.

As we said in the Introduction, 3.1 is a special case of 3.2 if the division

ring D is closed under quaternionic conjugation. But if D fails to be

conjugate closed, the form ( , ) assumes values lying outside D and

thus fails to satisfy the hypothesis of 3.2. It is our goal to prove non-

orthomodularity in this case as well. To this end, we indicate, in the

next paragraph, a proof of Kaplansky's theorem. Since our goal is to

derive 3.1, the proof we outline will apply only to the case D a division

subring of H with the canonical form on © D, but we remark that the

construction used here, with some modifications, applies to © D, D

any division ring.

Changing our notation slightly from that of §2, let {e0, ex, e2, ■ ■ ■} be

the canonical Hamel basis for © D, that is, e0=(\, 0, 0, • • •), ex = (0, 1,

0, 0, • • ■), etc. Define a set of vectors {f0,fx, • • •} by the rule (for n = 0,

1, 2, • • •) /„=! (ainei:i=0, 1, • • -, ri), with ain defined, for each n, by

ain = 1     if i = 0 or i = n,

= b(   if 1 ̂  / < n,

where the b¡ are defined inductively by

6, =-1 if/=l,

= 6,-_i — ¿Li    if i=2, 3, • • •.

Note that all ain are rational so each/, e © D. Also, for />0, the vectors

f are pairwise orthogonal while/0 (which equals e0) fails to be orthogonal
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to any f. Letting M be the subspace of © D spanned (algebraically) by

{/i,/3,/5, • • •} and N the subspace spanned by {/2,/4, ■ ■ •}, we can prove

that N=MX and M=N-, so that M and N are both _L-dosed subspaces

of © £>. Finally, it is also true that MvN=® D, but that/0 £ M+N,

so that M+N is a non-_i_-closed subspace.

With this, we have shown that, for D any division subring of the

quaternions, there exists a pair of orthogonal J_-closed subspaces of

© D whose sum is not _|_-closed. In the case D conjugate closed, and

indeed in the more general setting of 3.2 (with the appropriate generali-

zations of the above construction having been carried out), this is enough

to ensure the nonorthomodularity of £, because by Theorem III-1 of

[6], the closure operator M^-M11, mapping the lattice of all subspaces of

©D into itself, is a Mackey closure operator [4, p. 1518]. Thus, by

Theorem III-6 of [6], the existence of nonclosed orthogonal sums is

equivalent to the existence of orthogonal, non-dual-modular pairs in the

lattice, which is tantamount to nonorthomodularity [7, 29.13(y)]. But,

for the case D non-conjugate-closed, the closure operator just mentioned

is necessarily non-Mackey (as in §2, we can find nonclosed one-dimen-

sional subspaces in © D). Thus, we must turn to the problem of showing

that the specific pair M, N produced in the last paragraph is a non-dual-

modular pair in £. This we do by proving two results, based on III-l and

III-6 of [6], which depend on the specific construction of M and N for

their validity.

3.3. Lemma.    The subspace N+De0 of © D is  \_-closed.

Proof. First note that, letting j=/i=e0—e,, we have that/e A^1 (=M)

and (y,e0)=l. Thus, for each zeN-1, (z, e0)-(z,e0)(y, e0)=(z,e{))-

(z, t?0)=0. Hence (z—(z, e0)y, <?0)=0 for all z e Nx or, since (z, e0) e D,

the vector z—(z, e0)y e (De0)L for all z e Nx. Therefore, for any z e NL,

z—(z, e0)y e (N + De0)x. Now, let w be any vector in (AM-£><?„)-1--1. Then,

for any z e N-1, (z—(z, e0)y, w)=0. This means that (z, w)—(z,eo)(y,w)=0

for all z e Nx, or (z, w — (y, w)*e0)=0 for all zeN-, or w— (y, w)*e0 e

Nj--i-=N. Since (y, w)* = (w,y) e D, by the original choice of y, we have

that w=v+(w,y)e0, for some v eN, or weN+De0. Hence, (N+ De0) lx Ç

N+De0, as desired.

3.4. Lemma.    The pair (M, N) is a non-dual-modular pair in L.

Proof. To prove that M and N form a non-dual-modular pair, we

must produce a J_-closed subspace K^N such that Ka(MvN)^(KaM)\i

N. Let K=N+De0. K is _L-closed by 3.3. Since MvN=© D, then

KA(MvN)=K so e0 e Kh(MyN). However KaM=0. For if m e KaM,

then m = v+de0 for some veN and d e D. If d=0, then m=v e N so
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m e MaN=0 so m=0. Thus d^O. Then e0—d-x(m—v) so that e0 e M+N.

But we have already seen that this is false (recall e0=/0). Hence KaM=0

so that (KaM)vN=N. Hence e0 $ (KaM)vN, so Ka(MvN)$(KaM)vN.
With this, Theorem 3.1, our main result, is proved.

4. Concluding remark. We conclude by posing a question, whose

affirmative answer would imply our main result and give more informa-

tion about the class of lattices we are studying. The question is suggested

by a definition due to D. E. Catlin [2]. An atomic, orthocomplemented

lattice L is said to have the a-hyperoctant property if, for every countable

orthogonal family of atoms {a{:i—l, 2, ■ ■ •} in L, there exists an atom

a e L such that a^\/ {ai'-i=^> 2, • • •}, but a fails to commute with any

of the at. Certainly, the lattices arising from the direct sums, discussed

above, do not have this property. We ask whether an infinite-dimensional

Hilbert lattice necessarily has the cr-hyperoctant property.
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